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Abstract. We evaluate different call admission control policies in various mul-
tiservice cellular scenarios. For each of the studied policies we obtain the 
maximum calling rate that can be offered to the system to achieve a given QoS 
objective defined in terms of blocking probabilities. We propose an optimiza-
tion methodology based on a hill climbing algorithm to find the optimum con-
figuration for most policies. The results show that policies of the trunk reserva-
tion class outperform policies that produce a product-form solution and the im-
provement ranges approximately between 5 and 15% in the scenarios studied. 

1   Introduction 

Call Admission Control (CAC) is a key aspect in the design and operation of multis-
ervice cellular networks that provide QoS guarantees. Different CAC strategies have 
been proposed in the literature which differ in the amount of information that the 
decision process has available. Obviously, as more information is fed into the process 
that decides if a new call is accepted or rejected both the system performance and the 
implementation complexity increase. We study a class of CAC policies for which the 
decision to accept a new call, say for example of service r, depends only on either the 
number of resource units occupied by the calls in progress of service r (which pro-
duce a product-form solution) or the number of free resource units in the system 
(trunk reservation). The physical meaning of a unit of resources will depend on the 
specific technological implementation of the radio interface. 

Two sets of parameters are required to obtain the optimum configuration for these 
policies: those that describe the services as Markovian processes and those that spec-
ify the QoS objective. The QoS objective is defined in terms of the blocking prob-
abilities for both new setup requests and handover requests. In a wireless scenario this 
distinction is required because a call being forced to terminate due to a handover 
failure is considered more harmful than the rejection of a new call setup request.  

The configuration of a CAC policy specifies the action (accept/reject a 
new/handover request from each service) that must be taken in each system state in 
order to maximize the offered calling rate while meeting the QoS objective.  



For the class of CAC policies under study, an important question that arises is how 
the performance of simple policies that produce a product-form solution compare to 
the performance of the trunk reservation policies and how sensitive these policies are 
to the tolerance of system parameters and to overloads. Surprisingly, and to the best 
of our knowledge, no studies have been published so far comparing the performance 
and sensitiveness of these policies when deployed in cellular access networks. 

For a monoservice scenario, it has been shown in [1] that two trunk reservations 
polices named the Guard Channel and the Fractional Guard Channel1 are optimum 
for common QoS objective functions. More recently, the multiservice scenario has 
been studied in [2], where using an approximate fluid model the optimum admission 
policy is also found to be of the trunk reservation class.  

We study a representative selection of policies that produce a product-form solu-
tion, which include: i) Complete Sharing; ii) Integer Limit [3]; iii) Fractional Limit 
[4]; iv) Upper Limit and Guaranteed Minimum (ULGM) [5]; v) Fractional Limit and 
Integer Limit; vi) ULGM and Integer Limit; vii) ULGM and Fractional Limit; and, 
viii) ULGM with Fractional and Integer Limits. We also study a representative selec-
tion of trunk reservation policies, which include: ix) Multiple Guard Channel [6]; 
and, x) Multiple Fractional Guard Channel [7,8]. Details for all these policies are 
given in the next section.  

For each policy and for each possible configuration of them we determine the 
maximum calling rate that can be offered to the system in order to satisfy the QoS 
objective. The result of this study is called the solution space and its peak value is 
called the system capacity for the CAC policy. We obtain the solution space for each 
policy in five different scenarios.  

The main contributions of our work are: i) the determination of the optimum con-
figuration for different multiservice CAC policies in various common scenarios using 
a novel hill-climbing algorithm; ii) the determination of the system capacity for each 
scenario (which is attained at the optimum configuration); and iii) the sensitivity 
analysis of the performance of the different policies to both the tolerance of the val-
ues of the configuration parameters and to overloads. The deployment of a hill-
climbing algorithm drastically reduces the computational complexity of the process 
that determines the optimum configuration of a policy and, for example, compares 
quite favorably to the one proposed in [8] for the Multiple Fractional Guard Channel 
policy. 

We use the theory of Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [10] along with linear 
programming techniques to obtain the optimum CAC policy and its configuration and 
we find that the policy is of the Randomized Stationary (RS) type [9]. This policy 
outperforms previous policies and is considered as a performance upper bound in the 
comparative study. Clearly the performance of the Complete Sharing policy defines 
the lower bound. 

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe the 
model of the system as well as the CAC policies under study. In Section 3 we de-
scribe the RS policy in detail, formulating a method for the design of the CAC policy 
as the solution to a linear program. Section 4 justifies the applicability of the hill 

                                                           
1 In [1] FGC is referred to as Limited FGC. 



climbing algorithm for the determination of the optimum configuration of a policy. In 
Section 5 we compute the system capacity for each of the CAC policies under study. 
Section 6 discuses how the CAC policies behave under overload conditions. Finally, 
Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2   System Model and Admission Control Policies 

We consider a single cell, where a set of R services contend for C resource units. For 
any service r (1 r R≤ ≤ ), new setup requests arrive according to a Poisson process 
with mean rate n

rλ  and request rc  resource units per call. The duration of a service r 
call is exponentially distributed with rate c

rµ , the cell residence time or dwell time of 
a service r call is exponentially distributed with rate d

rµ . Hence, the holding time of 
the resources occupied by in a service r call is exponentially distributed with rate 

c d
r r rµ = µ +µ . We will also consider that handover requests arrive according to a 

Poisson process with mean rate h
rλ . Although the value of h

rλ  can be determined by a 
fixed point iteration method that balances the incoming and outgoing handover flows 
of a cell as described [11], we will suppose it is a known fraction of the value of n

rλ . 
The QoS objective is expressed as blocking probabilities for both new setup requests 
( n

rB ) and handover requests ( h
rB ).The handover blocking probabilities are related to 

the forced termination probabilities of accepted calls through the expression [11] 
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Let the system state vector be 1 1( )n h n h
R Rn n ,n ,...,n ,n≡ , where n,h

rn  is the number of 
service r  calls in progress in the cell that where initiated as a successful setup request 
or a handover request respectively. We will denote by ( )1

( ) R n h
r r rr

c n n n c
=

= + ⋅∑  the 
number of busy resource units in state n. Let PS  be the state space under policy P. 
For example, for the Complete Sharing policy 

( ){ }2
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= ∈ + ⋅ ≤∑ . The stochastic process ( )n t , which gives 
the system state at time t, is an irreducible finite-state continuous-time Markov chain 
with a unique steady-state probability vector π .  

The definition of each CAC policy under study is as follows:  
1. Complete Sharing (CS). A request is admitted provided there are enough free re-

source units available in the system.  
2. Integer Limit (IL). Two parameters are associated with service r: n

rl  for new setup 
requests and h

rl  for handover requests, n h
r rl ,l N∈ . A service r request that arrives 

in state n is accepted if ( 1)n,h n,h
r rn l+ ≤  and blocked otherwise.  

3. Fractional Limit (FL). Four parameters are assigned to service r: n h
r rt ,t N∈  and 

[ ]0 1n h
r rq ,q ,∈ . A service r request is accepted with probability one if 

( 1)n,h n,h
r rn t+ ≤ , otherwise new setup requests are accepted with probability n

rq  and 
handover requests with probability h

rq .  
4. Upper Limit and Guaranteed Minimum (ULGM). Service r requests have access to 

two sets of resources: a private set and a shared set. The number of resource units 
in the private set available for new setup requests is denoted as ( )n

r rs c⋅  and for 



handover requests as ( )h
r rs c⋅ , n h

r rs ,s N∈ . Therefore the size of the shared set is 
1
( )R n h

r r rr
C s s c

=
− + ⋅∑ . A service r request is accepted if ( +1)n,h n,h

r rn s≤  or if there 
are enough free resource units in the shared set, otherwise it is blocked.  

5. Fractional Limit and Integer Limit (FL+IL). Six parameters are associated with 
service r: n h n h

r r r rt ,t ,l ,l N∈ , [ ]0 1n h
r rq ,q ,∈ . A service r request is accepted with 

probability one if ( 1)n,h n,h
r rn t+ ≤ , it is accepted with probability n,h

rq  if 
( +1)n,h n,h n,h

r r rt n l< ≤ , and blocked otherwise.  
6. ULGM and Integer Limit (ULGM+IL). Four parameters are associated with ser-

vice r: n h n h
r r r rs ,s ,l ,l N∈ . A service r request is accepted if ( +1)n,h n,h

r rn s≤  or if there 
are enough free resource units in the shared set and ( 1)n,h n,h

r rn l+ ≤ , and blocked 
otherwise.  

7. ULGM and Fractional Limit (ULGM+FL). Six parameters are associated with 
service r: n h n h

r r r rs ,s ,t ,t N∈  and [ ]0 1n h
r rq ,q ,∈ . A service r request is accepted with 

probability one if ( 1)n,h n,h
r rn s+ ≤  or if there are enough free resource units in the 

shared set and ( 1)n,h n,h
r rn t+ ≤ , it is accepted with probability n,h

rq  if there are 
enough free resource units in the shared set and ( 1)n,h n,h

r rn t+ > , and blocked oth-
erwise.  

8. ULGM with Fractional and Integer Limits (ULGM+FL+IL). Eight parameters are 
associated with service r: n h n h n h

r r r r r rs ,s ,t ,t ,l ,l N∈  and [ ]0 1n h
r rq ,q ,∈ . A service r re-

quest is accepted with probability one if ( 1)n,h n,h
r rn s+ ≤  or if there are enough free 

resource units in the shared set and ( 1)n,h n,h
r rn t+ ≤ , it is accepted with probability 

n,h
rq  if there are enough free resource units in the shared set and 

( 1)n,h n,h n,h
r r rt n l< + ≤ , and blocked otherwise.  

9. Multiple Guard Channel (MGC). Two parameters are associated with service r: 
n h
r rl ,l N∈ . A service r request that arrives in state n is accepted if ( ) n,h

r rc n c l+ ≤  
and blocked otherwise.  

10.Multiple Fractional Guard Resource unit (MFGC). Four parameters are associated 
with service r: n h

r rt ,t N∈  and [ ]0 1n h
r rq ,q ,∈ . A service r request that arrives in 

state n is accepted with probability one if ( ) n,h
r rc n c t+ < , accepted with probability 

n,h
rq  if ( ) n,h

r rc n c t+ = , and blocked otherwise.  
11.Randomized Stationary (RS). Each system state is assigned with a set of probabili-

ties { } [ ]2
1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0 1 Rn h n h

R Rq n q n ,q n ,...,q n ,q n , q n ,= ∈ . A service r request that 
arrives in state n is accepted with probability ( )n,h

rq n . 

3   Randomized Stationary (RS) Policies 

In this section we redefine the notation of the system state vector as 1( )Rx x ,...,x≡ , 
where n h

r r rx n n= + . In memoryless systems this redefinition does not suppose a loose 
of generality because once a call of service r has been accepted in a cell, the time the 
resources will be held is a random variable which distribution is independent of the 
fact that the call had been initiated as new or as handover. Therefore the state space is 

{ }1

RR
RS r rr

S x N x c C
=

= ∈ ⋅ ≤∑ . Each state has an associated set of actions 
( )A x A∈ , where A  is the set of all actions, { }1( ) 0 1 2R rA a a ,...,a : a , ,≡ = = . Ele-

ment ra of an action a  encodes how service r  requests are handled, and its meaning 



is as follows: 0ra =  reject both new and handover calls; 1ra =  accept handover calls 
and reject new calls; and 2ra =  accept both new and handover calls. When an RS 
policy is applied, one of the possible actions ( )A x  is chosen at random according to 
the probability distribution ( )xp a , ( )a A x∈ , each time the process visits state x . The 
transition rate between states depends on the action chosen. Let ( )xyr a  denote the 
transition rate between states x  and y  when action a  is chosen. Transitions rates 
can be expressed as: 

associated to arrivals ( ry x e= + ) associated to departures ( ry x e= − ) 
0 if 0

( ) if 1
if 2

r
h

xy r r
n h
r r r

a
r a a

a

=⎧
⎪= λ =⎨
⎪λ + λ =⎩

 ( )xy r rr a x= µ  

where r  denotes the service type and re  is a vector whose entries are all 0 except for 
the r-th one which is 1.  

The continuous time process is converted to a discrete time one by applying the 
uniformization approach. This is possible since a uniform upper bound Γ  can be 
found for the total outgoing rate from each state, where 

1
( )R n h

r r rr
C

=
Γ = λ + λ + µ∑ . 

The transition probabilities for the uniformized discrete time Markov chain can be 
written as: 
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Let us define the following cost functions: 
1 if 0 1
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Note that the cost associated to any action is independent of the state, i.e. 
( ) ( )n,h n,h

r rc x,a c a x= ∀ . Cost functions are defined in such a way that their time aver-
age equals the corresponding blocking probability, i.e. 

( )

( )
0

( ) ( )

1

k n,h
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where ( )x t and ( )a t  represent the state and action at time t.  
Let ( )p x  denote the stationary probability of state x . If we introduce 

( ) ( ) ( )xp x,a p x p a= , which denotes the probability of being in state x and choosing 
action x, then the following equation holds: 

( )
( ) ( )

a A x
p x p x,a

∈
= ∑ . 

3.1 Constrains 

We now define several constraint sets that are subsequently used to formulate the 
design criterion: 
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Constraints in S0 stem from the associated Markov chain equations. 
S1  

( )

( ) ( ) 1
RS

J J
r r

x S
a A x

p x,a c x,a B , J n,h, r ,...,R
∈
∈

⋅ ≤ = =∑  

Parameters n,h
rB  represent the maximum allowed values for the blocking probabili-

ties. 

3.2   Design Criterion.  

The design criterion considered here is made up of an objective function, which is to 
be minimized, plus the constraint sets defined above. As both objective functions and 
constraints are linear, the design problem can be formulated as a linear program. Thus 
the simplex method or other well-known algorithms can be used to solve the linear 
program. Different design criterion can be used [9] but in this work we only use the 
following: 

Minimize ( )

( )

( ) ( ) ( )

RS

R
n h
r r

r
x S
a A x

p x,a c x,a c x,a
=

∈
∈

+∑  
subject to: S0 and S1 

The solution of the linear program yields the values of ( )p x,a from which the 
steady-state probabilities ( )p x  and the CAC policy configuration ( )xp a are obtained; 
note that the values of ( )xp a can be readily mapped to the RS policy description 
given in Section 2. In this way, the blocking probability for each service is minimized 
and upper bounded by the QoS objective. From a practical perspective it is worth 
noting that there may not exist a feasible solution if the value of C  is not high 
enough. Finding the minimum value of C  so that a feasible solution exists or, 
equivalently, finding the maximum offered traffic so that a feasible solution exists for 
a given value of C , are typical problems at the planning phase that can be solved by 
applying this design criterion. 

4   Determination of the Optimum Policy Configuration 

The common approach to carry out the CAC synthesis process in multiservice sys-
tems is by iteratively executing an analysis process. We refer to as synthesis process a 
process that having as inputs the values of the system parameters (  and n,h

r r r, ,c Cλ µ ) 
and the QoS objective ( n,h

rB ), produces as output the optimum configuration (the 
thresholds n,h n,h n,h

r r rl ,t ,s ) for a given CAC policy. In contrast the analysis process is a 
process that having as inputs the value of the system parameter and the configuration 



for a given CAC policy produces as output the blocking probabilities for the different 
services.  

Given that in general, the blocking probabilities are non-monotonic functions both 
of the offered load and the thresholds that specify most policy configurations; the 
common approach is to carry out a multidimensional search using for example meta-
heuristics like genetic algorithms which are able to find a good configuration in a 
reasonable amount of time. It should also be pointed out that each execution of the 
analysis process requires solving the associated continuous-time Markov chain, for 
which we use the Gauss-Seidel algorithm when the solution has not a product-form. 
As shown before, the first eight policies are created by defining multiple thresholds 
with multiple weights for each traffic stream. It is shown [12] that these policies re-
sult in product-form solutions. 

In this respect, formulating the problem of finding the optimum CAC policy by the 
theory of MDPs has as advantage that both the value of the system parameters and the 
QoS objective become part of the inputs and as output we obtain the optimum con-
figuration. Therefore no additional search is required. 

The study of the optimum configuration for each policy is done for five different 
scenarios (A, B, C, D and E) that are defined in Table 1, where the n,h

rB  are specified 
as percentages. The parameter rf  represents the percentage of service r new call 
requests, i.e., we suppose that the aggregated new call request rate is 

1

R n
rr=

λ = λ∑ , 
n
r rfλ = λ . This simplification reduces the complexity of the multidimensional search 

and seems to be a common approach among operators. The parameters in Table 1 
have been selected to explore possible trends in the numerical results, i.e., taking 
scenario A as a reference, scenario B represents the case where the ratio 1 2c / c  is 
smaller, scenario C where 1 2f / f  is smaller, scenario D where 1 2B / B  is smaller and 
scenario E where 1B  and 2B  are equal. 

Table 1. Definition of the scenarios under study. 

 A B C D E 
1c  1 1 1 1 1 

2c  2 4 2 2 2 

1f  0.8 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.8 

2f  0.2 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.2 

1
nB % 5 5 5 1 1 

2
nB % 1 1 1 2 1 

 A, B, C, D, E 
h
rB % 0 1 n

r. B  
n
rλ  λrf  
h
rλ  n

r. λ50  
1µ  1 

2µ  3 
 

In order to illustrate the algorithm we have chosen a simple example with only two 
service classes but without their associated handover streams. This allows us to repre-



sent the solution space in only three dimensions. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the solution 
spaces when policies IL and MGC are deployed in scenario A with 10C =  resource 
units (recall that 1 1c = , 2 2c = , 1 5%B =  and 2 1%B = ).  

 

Fig. 1. Example of the use of a hill-climbing algorithm to determine the optimum configuration 
for the IL policy. 

 

Fig. 2. Example of the use of a hill-climbing algorithm to determine the optimum configuration 
for the MGC policy. 

The configuration of both policies is defined by two parameters 1l  and 2l . Re-
member that when deploying the IL policy a call setup request from service r is ac-
cepted only if ( 1)r rn l+ ≤ . On the other hand, when deploying the MGC policy a call 
setup request from service r is accepted only if ( ) r rc n c l+ ≤ . These two policies were 



selected because they have solution spaces with shapes that can be considered as 
representing two different families (with and without product form solution respec-
tively). The MGC has been chosen instead of the MFGC policy, because it has the 
same number of configuration parameter as the IL policy. 

The form of the solution spaces shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 suggests that a hill-
climbing algorithm could be an efficient approach to obtain the optimum configura-
tion for most CAC policies. The hill-climbing algorithm works as follows. Given an 
starting point in a k-dimensional discrete search space (for example, point 0 in both 
figures), the hill-climbing algorithm begins by computing the value of the function 
(the system capacity λmax ) for the two adjacent neighbors in each of the k dimensions 
(points a, b, c and d in both figures). Then the algorithm selects as the new starting 
point the adjacent point with the largest function value (point c in both figures) and 
the process repeats iteratively until a local maximum is found. In this way the algo-
rithm makes a number of successive unitary steps along each dimension of the search 
space and stops when it reaches the peak. 

As defined in Section 1, each point of the solution space defines the maximum ag-
gregated call request rate ( 1 2λ = λ + λ , r rfλ = λ ) that can be offered to the system in 
order to satisfy the QoS objective. The plotted surfaces are obtained as follows. At 
each point, λmax  is computed by a binary search process which has as input the value 
of the system parameters r r,c , Cµ  and the thresholds rl , and produces as output the 
blocking probabilities rp . The binary search process stops when it finds the λmax  that 
meets the QoS objective rB , r=1,…, R. 

It should be noted that the system capacity is expressed as a relative value to the 
capacity obtained for the CS policy. When the solution space is continuous, for ex-
ample for the MFGC policy, a gradual refinement process is used to reduce the size 
of the step once a promising region has been found, which is possibly close to the 
optimum. 

A further reduction of the computation complexity can be obtained by observing 
that the optimum configuration (point P) for any policy is near the CS configuration 
(point CS), and therefore it is a good idea to select it as the starting point. In Fig. 1 
points 1 to 3 and in Fig.2 point 1 illustrate a typical progression of the algorithm 
starting from the CS configuration and ending at the peak. 

To gain additional insight into the problem we show the solution spaces for the IL 
and MGC policies in the scenario A, now considering their associated handover 
streams. Given that each policy has now a four-dimensional solution space in the 
scenario under study, an appropriate representation is required. We have chosen to 
represent slices of the solution space: variation of system capacity maxλ  (expressed as 
a relative value to the capacity obtained for the CS policy) as a function of each con-
figuration parameter ( 1 1 2 2 and n h n hl ,l ,l l ) while keeping the others constant at their opti-
mum values. 
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional representation of the solution space for the IL policy in the scenario A 
with C=40. 

For the IL policy, Fig. 3 plots the slices of the solution space in scenario A with 
C=40. As it could be expected, the values of the configuration parameters at which 
the peak for maxλ  (1.09) is achieved are different. An interesting observation is that 
the peak value seems insensitive to the values of some configuration parameters in a 
quite large region. Unfortunately, the peak value seems sensitive to the value of 1

nl , 
that is, to the threshold defined for new calls of service 1.  

This can be intuitively explained noting that if the system is loaded with maxλ  and 
we deploy the CS policy then the blocking probability achieved for the new calls of 
service 1 ( 1

np ) is far below its objective, while the blocking probabilities achieved by 
the other traffic streams are much closer to their objectives. In this scenario we can 
increase the capacity of the system by restricting the access to the new calls of service 
1 (by decreasing its threshold if deploying the IL policy) and offering the new avail-
able capacity to the other traffic streams. Therefore, if a value larger than the opti-
mum one is chosen for 1

nl  then the performance of the IL policy approximates the 
performance of the CS policy, but if a value smaller than the optimum one is chosen 
for 1

nl  then the performance of the IL policy can be even worse than the performance 
of the CS policy. 
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Fig. 4. Two-dimensional representation of the solution space for the MGC policy in the sce-
nario A with C=40. 

Figure 4 plots the slices of the solution space for the MGC policy. As it could be 
expected, the values of the configuration parameters at which the peak for maxλ  
(1.24) is achieved are different. For this policy, there is no plateau but a clear half-
pyramidal or near-half-pyramidal shape with the maximum located at the apex. In this 
case, the position of the apex is of capital significance since not far away from this 
point the system capacity is poor compared to the one obtained for the CS policy. 
This solution space suggests that the definition of the configuration parameters re-
quires more precision, unless we are willing to accept a degradation of the system 
capacity. Nevertheless, the slopes of the curves are now less steep. It should also be 
noted that, as mentioned before, the optimum configuration is close to the CS con-
figuration (all thresholds set to C). 

5   System Capacity 

In this section we obtain the system capacity that can be expect when deploying one 
of the CAC policies under study. As defined before, the system capacity is the maxi-
mum arrival rate of new calls (

1

R n
rr=

λ = λ∑  ) that can be offered to the system while 
meeting the QoS requirements, i.e. that produces blocking probabilities lower or 
equal than the n,h

rB . 



Table 2. System capacity for the CAC policies under study. 
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The study is done for the five scenarios described in Table 1. Results for the capac-
ity are displayed in Table 2. They are expressed as relative values in relation to the 
capacity obtained for the CS policy, while for this policy we display absolute values. 
The maximum traffic that can be offered by each service can be easily determined 
from the parameters in Table 1 once the system capacity has been obtained. 

As observed, the trunk reservation policies perform better than those that produce 
a product-form solution and, in the scenarios studied, the improvement ranges be-
tween 5 and 15% approximately, although in some configurations can be a bit lower 
and in others a bit higher. However, the relative gain diminishes when the number of 
resource units C  increases. 

In general, the implementation complexity is not an issue in these types of policies 
because at the most they only require storing a reduced set of parameters per service. 
For the RS algorithm, it can be shown that the maximum number of variables that 
need to be stored are the number of states plus 4R  [9].  

6   Sensitivity to Overloads 

We study how the achieved handover blocking probabilities h
rp  of all services in-

crease with different degrees of overload (1% to 500%), which is defined as the ratio 
of the offered aggregated calling rate of new calls to the maxλ that allows the system 
to meet the QoS requirements. It should the noted that the components of the offered 
aggregated calling rate are determined by n

r rfλ = λ  as shown in Table 1, and there-



fore, as we increase the offered aggregated calling rate λ  their relative ratios are 
maintained.   

Given a policy and a configuration, the limiting service (LS) is the one for which 
its achieved h

rp or n
rp  prohibits to increase maxλ . When deploying any of the policies 

that produce a product-form solution and the system is loaded with maxλ , typically, 
the achieved h

rp  of the LS is the one closest to its objective, while for some very few 
particular cases it is the n

rp  of the LS which is the one closest to its objective. When 
overload occurs, typically, the h

rp  of the LS goes above its objective, while for the 
very few particular cases mentioned before it is the n

rp  of the LS which goes above 
its objective, while all the h

rp  remain below their objectives for a certain range of 
overload.  
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Fig. 5. Ratio of the achieved to the objective handover blocking probabilities in the scenario B 
with C=20 

When deploying any of the last three policies and the system is loaded with maxλ , 
all the achieved blocking probabilities n,h

rp  are quite close to their objectives, and 
this is specially true for the last two. Under a certain degree of overload, the h

rp  
achieved by the LS is typically smaller than the h

rp  achieved by the LS of any of the 
policies that produce a product-form solution, except for the very few particular cases 
just described.  

The increase ratio for the h
rp  with a given increase of the overload ratio tends to 

be similar for all policies. All the comments of this section are especially applicable 
in scenarios with C=20 or 40 bandwidth units. 

Fig. 5 shows the ratio of the achieved to the objective handover blocking prob-
abilities for each service class and degree of overload. For example, for the IL policy 
and a 10% of overload the achieved handover blocking probability of service class 1, 

1
hp , is 33.75% of its objective ( 1 5hB %= ). 
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Fig. 6. Relative increase of the handover blocking probabilities in the scenario B with C=20 

Fig. 6 shows the relative increase of the h
rp  in relation to the previous degree of 

overload. For example, for the IL policy the achieved handover blocking probability 
of service class 1 for an overload of 10% is 25.23% higher (1.2523) than the achieved 
handover blocking probability of service class 1 for an overload of 5%. 

Finally, two main conclusions can be drawn from the sensitivity analysis to over-
loads. First, in general, deploying an admission control policy is convenient because 
it introduces a certain degree of fairness in sharing among the different services the 
penalty due to the increase of the blocking probabilities during overloads. Second, in 
general, the last three policies tend to handle the overload similarly to (in the low to 
medium overload region) or better than (in the high overload region) those which 
produce a product-form solution, in the sense that the relative increase of the 
achieved handover blocking probabilities for the last three is lower than the relative 
increase for the policies that produce a product-form solution. 

7   Conclusions 

We have determined the maximum system capacity that can be expected when using 
different CAC policies. Due to the multidimensionality and non-monotonic behavior 
of the system under study the determination of the optimum configuration becomes 
difficult and computationally costly. The form of the solution spaces suggested us the 
use of a hill-climbing algorithm to reduce the computational complexity of the proce-
dure that obtains the optimum configuration for each admission policy. 

For the system capacity, numerical results show that policies of the trunk reserva-
tion class outperform policies that produce a product-form solution and the improve-



ment ranges approximately between 5 and 15% in the scenarios studied. However, 
the relative gain diminishes when the number of resource units C increases. In addi-
tion, the shape of the solutions space of the trunk reservation policies shows that 
higher precision is required when determining the optimum configuration with re-
spect to the product-form policies. Given that in practice the system parameters must 
be estimated and are non-stationary, trunk reservation policies could become less 
attractive. 

We have also studied the sensitivity of the policies to overloads and found that, in 
general, trunk reservation policies handle the overload better. 

It is clear that the results of our study have been obtained in quite idealistic condi-
tions that might be difficult to achieve in a real operating system, nevertheless the 
study provides novel insights to a difficult problem.  

Future work should address the study of the solution space for the RS policy, al-
though intuition suggests that it could have a shape similar to the one found for the 
MFGC policy but probably with a more pronounced apex. We also plan to study 
adaptive policies which performance is insensitive to system parameters. 
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